6/24/2016

Each week you will enter a zone in the
crystal maze. Each zone has three
challenges for you to choose from.
Each challenge is worth between 1
and 3 crystals.
A playlist of video clips has been
created to help you complete tasks.

Zone

Number of
crystals
collected

Research Zone
Audience Zone
Creativity Zone
Promotion Zone
Crystal Dome ‐ Free Choice

http://tinyurl.com/zmtbvos

Total number of crystals collected

Research Zone

•
•
•
•
•

Who presents?
Who takes part?
List the rules
List 8 similarities
List 8 differences

Looking at the elements of mise en
scene, what conventions can you
identify from TV game shows

Preparation task: Watch two clips from the Park Hall Media playlist

Describe and
compare the
set design of 2
Game Shows
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Audience Zone

Produce a mind map / image
board about the audience for
one of the shows

Preparation task: Watch two clips from the Park Hall Media playlist

Explain why
audiences
would
watch each
TV game
show
(Uses and
Gratifications)

Compare two TV
shows explaining
how the format,
mise en scene and
TV game show
conventions attract
the intended
audience

Creativity Zone
Plan your own ideas for a new TV Game show.
Brainstorm
ideas for a new
TV game show.
•
•
•

Names
Theme
Rules

Describe the
mise en scene
for your new
show. Consider
SCALP.

Write a treatment
for a new TV game
show. Include
suitable
conventions and
explain how it would
appeal to the
intended audience.
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Promotion Zone
Preparation task: Watch the trailers for Tipping point and Can’t touch this.

Describe and
compare the
trailer of two TV
games shows.
How do they
attract the
audience?

Create a list / mind map
of all information that
is given to the audience
in the trailer
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